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Introduction

Several extraordinary circumstances must have met so that the story of the simple bookseller Paul from Eisleben and his beloved from the near Castle Mansfeld could be continued (for the first letter see A Secret Message from Castle Mansfeld):

The new postcard that appeared with encrypted content had to come in the possession of an interested cryptologist. This cryptologist had to know about the existing challenge on MysteryTwister C3. And he had to recognize that the sender of that postcard is the same young lady.
Challenge description (1/2)

In the late afternoon on September 20th, 1902 the postman again delivered a postcard to our Paul in Eisfeld. It had been deposited the same day around noon in Mansfeld.
Challenge description (2/2)

Again the card does not contain any readable text. But it can be revealed:
The secret love continues.

Find out where Paul and his beloved plan to meet next time. The solution is the location of the meeting in capital letters.
(The text is in German!)